
YEAR 5
summer
term 2

Welcome to our class letter for this half term.  We are
excited to share with you our learning journey

In English SDG 15 Life on Land

In Maths

Our topics include:
position and direction

converting units
volume

Our topic is: 
Animals, including humans

we will be describing the changes
as humans develop to old age.

In Science

In History

We are looking exploring a
significant historical figure and

their impact upon today’s
society. The individual we will be

looking at is Elon Musk.

In Art

We are going to be
creating a bag by

designing it and sewing
In Music

Can sing with increasing expression,
fluency & control

In DT

DT is linked  in a project
with art this term

designing and making a
bag.

PE days

Please ensure that your child has their
PE kits for Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 

As the weather is warming up, please
ensure that they have appropriate
clothing and sunhats and sunscreen
where necessary. 

We are reading: Way Home by
Libby Hathorn and Gregory Rogers

.
We will be identifying the

audience for and purpose of the
writing.

Responsible consumption
and production
/Affordable and

sustainable energy

In RE

We are looking at the
question: What does the
Quran reveal to Muslims

about Allah and his guidence?
In PE

We are going to be
doing dance and

athletics In Geography

In French

Reading

Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and clean energy for all/
Ensure sustainable consumption and

production patterns

In PSHE

This is linked to science this
term where we will be looking

at keeping our bodies clean
and other hygiene routines

during puberty. 

In
Computing

We are learning about
coding and how to create

an algorithm. 

In  Year 5, children are expected to read 6 days
a week for 20 minutes. Please ensure that you
listen to your child read 3 times within the
week and make note of this in their reading
diary which shall be checked every Monday
morning.

These are some books that we
recommend as they link nicely
to our English book:

A Street Cat Named Bob by
James Bowen

Trash by Andy Mulligan

Homecoming by Cynthia Voigt

Banksy: Art Breaks the Rules
by Hettie Bingham

We will be looking at the effect of
energy production on the

environment and  exploring the
impact of population growth on

energy resources and product
production

 

We are working on recalling and
extend weather vocabulary and can

say where we live

http://buckdenprimary.ng3.devwebsite.co.uk/_site/data/files/users/5/BDFB1D6F80597DC0C0401F4EE03CE7F5.pdf
https://www.buckdenschool.co.uk/_site/data/files/website-documents/E8EBDB3AED670BCF5970A2FB99F0A79E.pdf
https://www.buckdenschool.co.uk/_site/data/files/users/5/files/B6F5C0A53F0429BABB757C34EB02CA3F.pdf

